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ABSTRACT
Integrated smart power circuits gain more and more importance, as many
segments of microelectronics move towards system integration. The combination of many functions - analog, digital and power - on a single chip enable
the design and production of even more miniaturized systems for different
applications in the fields of automotive, industrial, tele-communication and
electronic data processing. This paper gives an intro-duction to the available
semiconductor technologies, shows some circuit design issues related to the
problems of smart power ICs, presents some typical circuit examples and
focuses on available real products for different application areas. A
discussion of future technical trends under the con-straints of extremely
price-sensitive markets concludes the paper.

1. INTRODUCTION
Integrated circuits show a significant growth potential, not only in the traditional segments as
information- and signal- processing but also in the fields of power electronics and sensor
systems. Modern smart power technologies on silicon enable innovative solutions, which
substitute conventional elements as fuses, relays and switches. But furthermore they open up
completely new opportunities by system integration. A more complex functionality of the
single IC can be combined with higher reliability and less volume and weight. One of the
important areas for smart power ICs is the automotive industry, where higher safety standards,
tighter environmental legislation and the demand for increasing comfort on board lead to a
constantly increasing amount of microelectronic components built into modern cars.
In the field of industrial electronics a similar scenario can be found. Besides that, quite different
high voltage technologies enable high volume off-line applications as e.g. power factor
correction and electronic ballast to be implemented as one-chip light-weight silicon
solutions. Again different features are required for specialized telecom applications, as e.g. in

subscriber line interface circuits (SLIC), which have to withstand up to 170 V and at the same
time transmit high accuracy speech band signals at the millivolts level.

2. TECHNOLOGIES FOR SMART POWER ICs
At the beginning power ICs were implemented in pure bipolar technologies. As the power
needed and available per chip increased and the switching functions became more and more
important, DMOS power transistor helped to overcome the bipolar limitations because of its
fast switching characteristics and the possibility to control the device by voltage rather than
current. As designers wanted to combine power devices with an ever increasing amount of
analog and digital processing, smart power processes emerged by combining bipolar technologies with CMOS and DMOS power devices.
Isolation Techniques: Mainly three concepts are followed today, depending on the performance and cost desired.
Self isolation is characterised by a very simple process flow based on a DMOS or CMOS
process with a few additional steps. Fig. 1 shows the cross section of a Siemens Smart
SIPMOS®-technology as an example. The power device is realised as a vertical n-channel
DMOS-transistor, the current flows vertically through the wafer and is collected at the
backside. This allows very high current densities and makes the technology the ideal choice for
low on-resistance (Ron), high current high side switches (s.4.1). But due to the construction
(common n+substrate) all switches on the same chip have to share the positive supply voltage
in a common drain configuration. Addition CMOS devices and a parasitic bipolar transistor can
be used.

Fig. 1: Cross section of the Smart SIPMOS®-technology

Fig. 2: Cross section of junction isolated SPT 3-technology
Fig. 2 shows the cross section of a junction isolated smart power technology (BCD-type)
based on BiCMOS enhanced by an optimized DMOS power device. The current path in the
power device again is vertical, but it is brought back to the surface via a buried layer and

sinkers. Such the integration of several power devices on the same chip without any wiring
constraints is possible. In this concept the benefits of CMOS for high integration and of bipolar
for high precision analog functions can be combined with power. These technologies (e.g.
SPT3/4 and SPT 170 families from Siemens; BCD II/III/V families from SGS-Thomson) make
possible the successful implementation of „smart power systems on silicon”.
Dielectric isolation (DI) leads to completely isolated silicon islands with low parasitic
capacitance of components to substrate and to each other, the absence of leakage currents and
a reduction of isolation barriers for the high voltage devices. But the price is a rather complex
process and therefore high cost per mm² of chip area.

3. DESIGN OF SMART POWER ICs
3.1 General Design Aspects
Today's electronic systems must provide highest reliability and robust operation. This includes
withstanding voltage spikes, a very extended temperature range and immunity to EMI, while
not being a source of EMI by themselves. Therefore self diagnostic functions are important to
report the system condition to the controlling microprocessor and to protect the circuits. This
leads to different function blocks, which are required for smart power ICs (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3: Functional blocks of smart power circuits
The different protection functions have to be designed in a close cooperation with the
customer and his application system. In the design process a well balanced trade-off between
the complexitiy of the circuitry, the on-resistance of the power switches and thus the silicon
area spent and cost has to bee found. It may be, that by spending some more silicon area (e.g.
to make the Ron lower) a large amount of money in the overall system cost may be saved.
Such substituting heatsinks by silicon real estate may be beneficial for both parties.
For the proper design of smart power system circuits a thermal simulation capability, which
can be backannotated to the conventional design tools as circuit simulation is of key
importance. Also a well undestood modelling of the many parasitic effects has to be carried
out. A very close, joint engineering effort (technology, system and circuit design, production
monitoring) is essential for the introduction of successful products to the market in the field of
smart power system circuits.

3.2 Function Blocks for Smart Power
The following figures show some typical functional building blocks and some remarks on their
respective functions:
Current Measurement Circuits
For the detection of overcurrent or open load conditions current measurement is needed. A
simple solution uses a shunt resistor (fig. 4) implemented in the metal layer. The reference
voltage Vref defines the current threshold, the output of the comparator can be used as
diagnostic signal or in a feedback loop to control the current. The circuit in fig. 5 needs no
comparator and no voltage reference. Assuming the same collector currents for Q1 and Q2,
the current limit threshold is well defined by the∆VBE of Q1 and Q2, which is known as
∆VBE = Vt . ln ( AreaQ1 / AreaQ2 ) where Vt = kT/q depends on the absolute temperature.
This temperature coefficient is first order compensated if the resistor RS is made from
aluminium interconnect metal. Therefore this rather simple circuit is frequently used.

Fig. 4: Current measurement by using a
shunt resistor

Fig. 5: Current measuring circuit which
needs no reference voltage

A disadvantage using a shunt resistor is the voltage drop, because the resistor is connected in
series to the load circuit. The use of a sensing transistor, as shown in fig. 6 avoids this
disadvantage. M2 uses a few cells of the power transistor M1 like a current mirror circuit.

Fig. 6: Current measurement/overcurrent detection with a sensing transistor
Temperature Sensors
In applications for smart power circuits as e.g. in the automotive industry the highest possible
level of reliability is required for obvious reasons. To achieve this, it has to be guaranteed for
all thinkable conditions of the circuit, that critical parameters are recognized in time and that
appropriate countermeasures are taken immediately. In addition the circuit has to report status
signals to the central unit and to protect itself and other external components in a
nondestructive way. Besides overvoltage and overcurrent the temperature of the die is a
valuable indicator, as overheating can destroy the element. Temperature sensors are built into

the circuit for these reasons at appropriate locations. Fig. 10 shows the microphotograph of a
PROFET®switch, right in the centre of the DMOS-cell array a small circuit to monitor
temperature on chip has been placed. The following fig. 7 shows the circuit of such a
temperature sensor, which makes use of the well known temperature dependence (fig. 8) of the
VBE of a bipolar transistor (Q1).

Fig. 7: Temperature sensor with hysteresis

Fig. 8: Characteristic of sensor circuit

Gate Drive Circuits for DMOS Power Transistors
According to the required switching speed or frequency of the power switch a driver circuit to
switch on and off the power DMOS has to be designed. The current of the driving circuit must
match the gate capacitance and such must be able to provide the required charge to the gate to
turn on the device to a sufficient low Rds. To minimize the power dissipation during switching
a fast transition always seems to be a good choice but it can cause significant problems within
the circuit and in the surrounding circuitry due to radiated and conducted electromagnetic
noise. An appropriate and simple countermeasure to control di/dt-transients is the use of
current sources for driving the gate high and low. In the design process a careful balance has to
be found between speed and acceptable electromagnetic interference (EMI).
Besides the power loss in the DMOS during the on-state, which has to be dissipated via the
package also the protection measures against overvoltage when switching inductive loads and
the subsequent heating of the chip has to be taken care of. Protective circuitry consisting of
diodes and zener diodes usually is connected between drain and gate electrodes. This path
being turned on during overvoltage conditions switches on the DMOS device and such leads to
a reduction of the voltage across the power stage.
Since n-channel switches are smaller and less expensive in terms of process complexity a
voltage significantly higher than the positive supply rail has to be used to turn on a high side
switch to a sufficient low Rds. This voltage normally is not available on board and therefore
has to be generated by the integrated circuit itself using a charge pump circuit to bootstrap the
control voltage well above the supply rail. Sometimes also low side switches should use a high
gate drive voltage to improve the Rds if they are working at low supply voltages.
3.3 System Integration
System integration means the combination of all necessary functions of a dedicated electronic
unit as e.g. anti-lock braking system, industrial electronics system, EDP peripheral devices or
telecom line card system on as few chips of silicon as possible. System integration leads to a
systematic miniaturisation of the systems but needs the combination of many different functions
as power control, analog and digital functions up to controllers and memory on a single piece
of silicon. In many cases a higher integration level leads to reduction in cost, but this has be
investigated in more detail by looking on all the requirements of the system. In this field avery
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close concurrent engineering between the system vendor and the semiconductor supplier is
essential for the overall success in respect to the technical and economnic issues involved.
Depending on the partitioning of the system and the available technologies quite different
solutions can be imagined. To use the most advanced, expensive technology may well lead to a
technical perfect one chip solution, but eventually will not be the best economic one. At the
beginning smart power systems had to be implemented using several dedicated chips of low
integration density and discrete power parts (fig. 9), the the trend of innovation led to
embedded control chips of high complexity, the following trend of overall system cost
reduction now calls for jointly engineered solutions with cheap, standard controllers and smart
power system chips, which also collect all the remaining „garbage“ of the printed circuit boards
to achieve 2 chip solutions.
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Fig. 9: History of system integration for automotive applications

4. APPLICATION AREAS
Using modern smart power technologies robust ICs can be implemented, which are perfectly
matched to the system requirements. They are the interface elements between the electronic
system and the environment, provide reliable and stable power supply for the system, drive
signal lines and busses and they control actuators as lamps, motors and valves.
4.1 High Side and Low Side Switches
Here the smart part plays a key role: current, voltage, temperature and load conditions are
monitored continuously, the switches protect themselves and signal eventual malfunction to the
central controller. Switching transients are limited to reduce EMI from the power circuits. The
principle of „silicon substitutes heatsink“ brings a large cost benefit to the system vendor.
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Fig. 11: Innovation with PROFET
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Fig. 10: Microphotograph of a PROFETn - switch
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4.2 Automotive System Integration
As discussed earlier, cost sensitive electronic system design frequently leads to a cost driven
system partitioning. A sample system for an automotive applications is shown in the following
fig.12, the application specific smart power part can be seen in more detail in fig.13.
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Fig.12: Typical system partitioning in a modern automotive electronic control unit (ECU)
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Fig. 13: Microphotograph of a the application specific part of the ECU in fig.12
4.3 Telecom Application: Subscriber Line Interface Circuit (SLIC)
A very specialized smart power technology had to be developed [SPT 170, /6/] to fulfill the
requirements of this application: devices with 170 V breakdown voltage (needed for applying
the ringing signals to the line) had to be implemented together with high precision analog
elements with matching stabilities of <0,1% over their lifetime. The product on the market now
is the PEB 4065, which substitutes most of the electrical and all electromechanical components
on the analog linecards (fig. 14).

Fig. 14: Microphotograph of PEB 4065 Subscriber Line Interface Circuit

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE TRENDS
Smart power technologies are the key to further development of dedicated systems, as
e.g. anti-lock braking, airbag or motor mangement in automotive applications, but
also for systems structured in a similar way in the industrial, telecommunication and
electronic data processing fields. The chips that are now available supply and regulate
the power, trigger actuators and monitor and diganose systems to recognise irrgeular
or even dangerous conditions. Smart power ICs make it possible to develope systems
with higher reliability, lower volume and weight, less power dissipation which are last
but not least even cheaper than their predecessors.

The future evolution of smart power technologies has to be closely related to the
system designers benefit. Reduced feature size, innovative circuit design and
packaging concepts as space saving SMD-packages lead to ever more advanced and
complex smart power circuits and to strongly increased demand for them. The rough
environmental conditions, the safety relevant operation together with an extreme cost
pressure will force partnerships between silicon supplier and user. In this way
concurrent engineering and joint qualification procedures will enable the best possible
solutions for both partners. A continuous cost reduction program will be necessary to
foster the migration of microelectronics even in the middle and lower price ranges of
automobiles, industrial equipment and telecom systems.
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